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Welcome to the September Mint Issue – 
Spring brings all sorts of new beginnings 
for the Mint and what a great start we have 
had to this month. As this issue gets put into 
your mailbox we are launching our entire 
2012 product calendar for the whole year - 
something we have never done before.

By providing you, our collectors, with 
information about our 2012 program, it not 
only demonstrates that we are listening to 
you, it also signifies the continuing change 
that is taking place at the Mint. Building 
on the significant investment that has 
been made by the Government, the Mint is 
committed to growing the market over the 
next three years, ensuring value is maintained 
or enhanced, as well as becoming much more 
responsive to our customer needs.

The launch of the 2012 calendar is one 
such important symbol in the exciting 
development of the Mint not only as 
a business but, more importantly, as a 
customer focused organisation.

Leading up to the event the Mint also 
launched its own Facebook page! That’s 
right, we are finally in the social network 
world and you can ‘like’ our page to keep 
up to date with new products, special events 
and even discussions about new themes. 

Another special promotion is our new 
Collection by Selection program! This is an 
opportunity to buy-in right at the beginning 
and secure the products you want for the 
whole year.

Then you won’t have to worry about extra 
postage or metal price changes and you’ll 
even get some freebies out of it – check out 
Off the Presses at the back of this issue to 
find out more.

I always like to let people know about the 
latest news and events that have occurred 
over the past few months. In the last issue 
you would have seen the newly released Fine 
Silver Coin Set of Samoa. The Mint actually 
designed and produced new circulating coins 
for Samoa and to celebrate we held a coining 
ceremony here at the Mint. The event was 
attended by the Samoan High Commissioner 
to Australia and the Assistant Treasurer Bill 
Shorten - it was the Assistant Treasurer's first 
visit to the Mint and he was very impressed.

We also managed a quick visit to Sydney to 
launch the new $1 collectible coin for the 
100 years of Census where I met the couple 
who are actually featured on the product 
packaging. The man in the couple was 
actually employed by the ABS in 1973 and 
still is today. 

We hope you will enjoy checking out this 
month’s Mint Issue.

Happy collecting

Ross MacDiarmid 
Chief Executive Officer 
Royal Australian Mint 

Dear Collector
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2011 50c Uncirculated Coin
In 1961 the Post Master General introduced the 
concept of a single national number, triple zero (000), 
 to provide direct access to emergency services.

Prior to the introduction of this service, anyone wishing 
to call for emergency assistance needed to know the 
number of their nearest service centre.

To celebrate this 50 year milestone, we have created 
a colourful 50c coin-in-card that is sure to ‘raise the 
alarm’ with any collector. This pad printed coin design 
features the three main emergency services;  
Police, Ambulance and Fire, with the iconic triple  
zero logo in the centre. The coin comes packed  
in convenient credit card style packaging. 

If you’re an avid 50c coin collector then don’t  
wait for an emergency, add this one to your  
collection today.

Price: $10.00   310089

50 YEARS  
OF TRIPLE ZERO
(000) Emergency Call Service

Great gift idea for 
all emergency 
personnel!
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2011 20c Rolled Circulating Coin
The United Nations declared 2001 the International 
Year of Volunteers. To celebrate and recognise this 
historical UN announcement and the wonderful 
contribution these people make to all communities, 
we have produced a circulating 20 cent coin, which 
will be complemented by the release of an exclusive 
rolled coin product. The coin design features a ring 
of volunteers that together foster the exchange 
of experiences as well as the strengthening of 
partnerships which help to promote and implement 
their various individual volunteer projects. The 
centrepiece of this coin is the official UN International 
Year of Volunteers logo which is also featured on 
the wrapper.

* Rolled coin releases will be suspended in 2012 for operational reasons.

Price: $14.00   410023

Do you collect 20c rolled coins? Then don’t 
forget to add these 20c rolled circulating coins 
to your next order.

FINAL

ROLLED

COINS

*  Please note: Coins are rolled through an automatic 
process, therefore the display of reverse and obverse 
designs on each coin roll cannot be guaranteed.

410017 803424 410014

410023

ROLLED COIN
10th Anniversary of the 
International Year of Volunteers
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2011 $1 Rolled Circulating Coin
In October the Commonwealth Heads of Government 
Meeting (CHOGM), consisting of fifty-four member 
nations, will take place in Perth. This meeting plays 
an important role in the shaping of world affairs and 
allows the opportunity to further showcase Australia  
to the world. Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II has 
indicated that she will be attending the gathering.  
The Royal Australian Mint has produced a 
$1 commemorative circulating coin to honour  
the assembly of these world leaders in Australia.  
The official CHOGM logo is the highlight of the coin 
design as well as the exclusive rolled paper.

* Rolled coin releases will be suspended in 2012 for operational reasons.

Price: $29.95   410020

2009 $1 Rolled Circulating Coin  –   
Centenary of the Age Pension 

Still available to order.

Price: $29.95   802906

FINALROLLEDCOINS

*  Please note: Coins are rolled through an automatic 
process, therefore the display of reverse and obverse 
designs on each coin roll cannot be guaranteed.

410020

802906

CHOGM 2011
Commonwealth Heads of 
Government Meeting 2011
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Air Series
2011 $1 Pad Printed Coins

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Crimson Rosella        
310053

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Kookaburra    
310062

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Major Mitchell Cockatoo 
310056

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Sacred Kingfisher 
310065

All priced at $14.95 ea.

310053

310062

310065

310056

Ocean & Land 

Series available 

from your local 

dealer.
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We are delighted with the vibrant tones and exhilarating 
colours that we have been able to reproduce on the final 
two coins in this series. We hope you enjoy collecting these 
coins as much as we enjoyed creating them for you.

2011 $1 Unc Coin –  
Cairns Birdwing Butterfly
This is Australia's largest butterfly with the female of 
the species measuring up to 18 cm from wing to wing. 
The male butterfly is smaller at around 13 cm and is 
more colourful, with streaks of emerald green across 
his pointed wings, a yellow body and a bright red 
thorax. We have captured all of these rich colours onto 
this pad printed $1 coin, making another delightful 
addition to this 2011 series.

Price: $14.95   310059

2011 $1 Unc Coin –  
Grey-headed Flying Fox
These mega-bats live in rainforests, woodlands and 
swamps and are mostly found in the south-eastern 
states of Australia. Their movements and migration 
patterns are influenced by the availability of food  
in different regions. The dark grey to brown body,  
the lighter grey fur on its head and the golden-orange 
fur encircling its neck, are reproduced faithfully on this  
pad printed coin, and combine to add a touch of  
realism to complete this magnificent collection.

Price: $14.95   310068

Air Series
New Releases for September 2011

310059

310068
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If you are new to collecting and didn’t get the chance 
to secure the 2011 Kangaroo Series coins then now 
is your final opportunity to purchase these two coins 
from the Royal Australian Mint range before we close 
off the mintage.

Allied rock-wallaby
These marsupials are part of the macropod family, 
meaning ‘great footed’, and are found mainly in  
north-east Queensland and on nearby Palm and 
Magnetic Islands.

2011 $1 Silver Proof Coin

Price: $65.00   803463

2011 $1 Silver Frosted Unc Coin

Price: $50.00   803460

2011 
Kangaroo 
Series 

Missing the 2010 

Rock Wallaby Frunc?
See your nearest  

coin dealer.
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Beginning in 1993 with a ‘specimen’ finish, this series 
has remained an enduring classic amongst the well-
informed collector.  Appearing in a variety of designs 
since its introduction, this ongoing theme has captured 
a very appreciative audience. In 2012 we continue this 
remarkable series that has now spanned 18 years, and 
take great pleasure in unveiling these new coins.

Mareeba rock-wallaby
This wallaby can be found in rocky habitats embedded 
within open forests throughout the North Queensland 
region. It wasn’t until 1992 that these marsupials were 
declared a separate species to other wallabies after 
extensive research discovered a distinction in their 
distribution and shape of their chromosomes.

2012 $1 Silver Proof Coin
One troy ounce of 99.9% silver, a huge 40 mm coin 
diameter and precious metal that is finished to a proof 
standard makes for another masterful creation from 
our dedicated team of craftsmen.

Price: $100.00   210050

2012 $1 Silver Frosted Unc Coin
A weighty one troy ounce, solid design and precision 
frosted uncirculated detail combine to create another 
fine example of our unsurpassed quality.

Price: $87.00   310047

2012 
Kangaroo 
Series 
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2011 $10 Gold Proof Coin
If you were born in 1939, 1963, 1975, 1987 or 1999 
then you already know that you are a person of honour 
with exceptional taste. With that in mind, this is the 
perfect coin to add to your collection as it allows you  
to enjoy the luxuries that people born under the  
lunar sign of rabbit require.

Low mintage, no purchase limits & 
gold still at a great price!

Price: $265.00   803469

2011 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Rabbits are clever when it comes to money, and 
if this sounds like you then this is another coin to 
add to your silver proof collection. The stunning 
mirror finish, pure silver and the lucky red case 
combine to provide a brilliant coin that exemplifies 
your expressiveness and sense of refinement. 
An excellent gift idea and under $50.00!

Price: $45.00   809103

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
These coins remain popular with collectors of all ages 
and nationalities, and for good reason. The low price 
is great for anyone starting or adding to a collection 
and it is also a very memorable gift idea for those 
celebrating new births and christenings in 2011.

Price: $12.95   803467

803469

809103

803467
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Fifth in the lunar cycle, the dragon is said to be a 
deliverer of good fortune and is therefore to be 
honoured and respected. The dragon is beautiful and 
flamboyant much like the coin designs we now present 
to you. The powerful dragon design will breathe new 
fire into your ongoing Lunar Series collection.

2012 $10 Gold Proof Coin
The dragon is a creature of myth and legend and a sign 
of intense power. The dragon is often regarded as the 
divine beast and collectors often hold the same regard 
for low mintage gold coins. Buy now!

Price: $360.00   210062

2012 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Dragons like to be the centre of attention and 
this silver proof coin will also command the same 
presence when you introduce it to the rest of 
your coin collection.

Price $55.00   210064

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Dragons have generous personalities and this 
inexpensive coin-in-card allows you to be the same  
and give hongbao out to family and friends during  
2012. Includes symbolic red envelope.

Price: $13.50   310076

310076

210062

210064
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410014

410014

410014

2011 Convict Heritage Sites  
Six Coin Gold Proof Set
This is without a doubt one of the most historically 
significant and unique coin sets ever put together by 
the Royal Australian Mint. Not only will collectors own 
a low mintage collectible and the only official coins 
marking the inclusion of Australian convict sites onto 
the UNESCO World Heritage List, but they will also have 
individual stunning gold coins representing some of 
the best surviving examples of large scale infrastructure 
built during the reformation of the Australian convict 
and the beginnings of modern Australia. To add to this 
intrigue, each set also includes an information booklet 
about each of the protected sites, an exclusive Australia 
Post Historic Site Stamp Sheet which are housed 
together in a custom made soft leatherette album/
compendium to perfectly store this superior collection. 
Buy today – you won’t be disappointed.

Price: $720.00   210026 
Mintage: 3000

ALL
 CO

IN
S  

NOW
 A

VA
ILA

BLE

GOLD 

at a 

low price!
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The 2011 Coinwatch Catalogue, sent out to Mint Issue subscribers 
in July, is full of unique timepieces that celebrate any occasion. 
The range of contemporary florin, sixpence and penny designs, 
along with their elegant style, are sure to draw attention which 
makes this the perfect gift to mark any special milestone.

PLEASE ORDER THROUGH 
OUR CALL CENTRE: 1300 652 020 
Open Monday through Friday 8.30 am – 5.00 pm (E.S.T)

(Australian customers only)
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Australia has come a long way since the first nationally 
coordinated Census in 1911, and to recognise this 
centenary of achievement the Royal Australian Mint 
has worked in conjunction with the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics to produce a $1 uncirculated coin that 
reflects the importance that the Census has held in 
building the nation.

This coin also pays special tribute to the thousands 
of past and present Census gatherers who have 
played an important role by providing decision 
makers with accurate information vital to the 
future plans of Australia.

This coin makes a perfect accompaniment to other 
popular recent government commemorative coins; 
2010 Centenary of Taxation, 2009 Centenary of the Age 
Pension and 2008 Centenary of Australian Quarantine.

Price: $12.95   310086

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
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2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
This is the fourth coin in our Inspirational Australians 
coin series commemorating another extraordinary 
Australian and their contribution to our society. 
On 10 October 2010, the world bid farewell to a truly 
inspirational Australian, Dame Joan Sutherland.

Dame Joan reigned over many international stages 
during her 40 year career and we have captured her 
radiance and energy in her performance as Norma, 
on this $1 uncirculated coin a typical pose to fondly 
remember her by.

Price: $12.95   310074

803416 801947

310074

"La Stupenda"

Missed out on the 
2010 Inspirational 

Australians?Limited stock  
still available.

Inspirational Australians – Arts
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2011 six coin  
FINE SILVER YEAR SET

SPECIAL PRICE OFFER 

Buy both of the Six Coin & 

Two Coin Fine Silver Year 

Sets and pay only $350, 

 saving $25! Use product 

code 710001 when 

ordering.

Fine silver proof coins  have long been regarded as the 
pinnacle of any coin collection. Our dedicated team of 
professionals carefully oversee each step of the coin 
production process. We begin with dies produced from 
high quality steel which are then hand polished using 
diamond paste to produce our world standard mirror 
finish. As our collectors expect the best, we only use the 
highest quality silver blanks to produce our stunning 
silver proof coins. Each coin is then packed into 
air-tight capsules and housed in exquisite solid timber 
cases, making them highly revered by collectors and 
those wishing to celebrate a special milestone.

A magnificent retirement gift.

2011 Six Coin Fine Silver Year Set

Price: $295.00   210037 
Mintage: 6000

2011 Two Coin Fine Silver Year Set

21st Anniversary of the cessation of one 
and two cent coins

Price: $80.00   210042 
Mintage: 6000
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samoa 
FINE SILVER COIN SET

The 2011 coin set featuring the new 
circulating designs of Samoa.
When designing these new coins the Central Bank of 
Samoa and Government of Samoa impressed that the two 
most important attributes of the designs were that they 
had to be appealing and relevant to the people of Samoa. 

The five new designs represent the history and culture of 
Samoa by featuring Samoa’s most treasured icons – the 
Fautasi Race, Manumea Bird, Teuila Flower, Kava Bowl 
and their Official National Emblem. The obverse of these 
2011 dated coins depicts the effigy of His Royal Highness 
Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Efi.  

To mark this special event, we have made available 
a limited number of these new Samoan coin designs 
finished in fine silver to a proof standard.

Price: $220.00   510030 
Mintage: 2500
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50c Selectively Gold Plated Two Coin Set
Regally housed in a wooden case bearing the official 
wedding crest, this two coin set includes the eye-
catching, selectively gold plated coins celebrating  
the Royal Engagement and the Royal Wedding.

Price: $175.00   210057

50c Uncirculated Royal 
Engagement & Royal Wedding Coins
These coin-in-cards are an affordable way to own  
a true collectible marking one of the most celebrated 
Royal events of the last decade.

50c Royal Wedding Uncirculated Coin  310072 

50c Royal Engagement Uncirculated Coin  310070

Price : $8.95

Royal  
WeddingCollection
Commemorative Royal Coins

310070 310072

410014
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australia
remembers

2011 20c Uncirculated Coin
In 2011 we recognise Australian war historians 
who, to this day, shape our perception of conflict 
via unbiased and independent documenting and 
recording in perilous conditions. The reverse design 
of this $1 coin is based on an image from the 
Australian War Memorial.

Price: $6.95   310030

Missed out on other Australia 
Remembers coins?

Lost Soldiers of Fromelles                            
Few remaining

Price: $6.95   803451

War Historians

803451

310030
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Start a collection
Six Coin Year Sets
2011 Standard Circulating Coin Designs

The perfect way to get into collecting, or to rekindle a 
long lost hobby, is to start collecting year sets. This set 
includes each of the six circulating denominations and 
is available in proof or uncirculated finishes, making it 
a great gift idea to celebrate a birthday, anniversary or 
special milestone in 2011.

2011 Proof Set 210006 $120.00
2011 Uncirculated Set  310006 $30.00

Modern classic
2011 Wedding Coin Collection
Whether you are looking for a suitable gift for an 
upcoming wedding, anniversary or adding this 2011 
coin set to your yearly collection; you cannot go past 
these six Australian coins in a stunning proof finish. 
The set includes a silver plaque to inscribe your own 
personal message, which adds a personal touch to the 
modern and cultural practices of giving money.

2011 Proof Coin Set 210008  $120.00

Celebrating milestones in 2011

310006

210006

210008
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Special keepsake
Blinky Bill
2011 Australian Baby Coin Sets

These fun sets include a pad printed Blinky Bill 
medallion, which can be personalised with a message, 
and all six standard 2011 Australian circulating coin 
designs in either a stunning proof or uncirculated 
finish. Bright themed packaging make it a perfect gift 
or simply a unique collectible from 2011.   

2011 Proof Set 210007 $145.00
2011 Uncirculated Set 310007 $35.00

Australiana
Australian Wool & Ram’s Head Dollar
These coins celebrate the significant role wool has 
played in the economic and cultural development of 
Australia. They also represent a unique link with past 
and present Australian currency.

2011 Australian Wool 210013 $45.00 
Two Coin Proof Year Set

2011 Australian Wool 310011 $15.00 
Two Coin Uncirculated Set

2011 Ram’s Head Dollar 310022 $15.00 
$1 Unc Mintmark & Privy Mark Four Coin Set

2011 Ram’s Head Dollar  210015 $45.00 
$1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark Coin

Celebrating milestones in 2011 Are you or someone you know celebrating a special milestone in 2011? 
Here is a selection of gift ideas to appropriately recognise any special occasion.

210007

310007

210013

210015

310022

310011
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Local News
Our event team have been busy attending 
Australian Numismatic Dealer’s Association 
(ANDA) shows both in Melbourne and more 
recently in Sydney. At all ANDA shows in 
2011 we have produced an exclusive series, 
Capital Bridges. These large 40 mm silver 
frosted uncirculated coins depict an iconic 
bridge from each hosting state. Each coin is 
presented in a card format and is limited to 
only 2000 coins, which are also available to 
purchase (subject to availability) after each 
ANDA show for a limited time through our 
website and then directly from dealers.

The next ANDA show will be held at the 
Adelaide Festival Centre in mid October. 
It has been a long time since we have been 
to the ‘City of Churches’ so we look forward 
to reacquainting ourselves with the good 
folk of SA and producing plenty of 
‘A’ counterstamp coins for ANDA visitors 
on our mobile press.

International News
Members from our International Business 
Unit recently attended the American 
Numismatic Association World's Fair of 
Money in Chicago. This was a gathering 
of representatives of the world's leading 
mints, coin dealers and collectors, giving 
our attendees the perfect opportunity to 
showcase the Royal Australian Mint to an 
international audience.

In late October this team will also be 
attending the Beijing International Coin 
and Stamp Fair, where we again look 
forward to promoting the Royal Australian 
Mint to the Asia-Pacific market and their 
collector base.

off the presses
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2012 Collection Preview 
Announcement
For some time now we have been piecing 
together an ordering system that would 
allow serious collectors to place an order 
for any of the products in our entire  
2012 numismatic calendar.

This new ordering system will allow 
collectors the freedom of picking and 
choosing any item from the 2012 Collection 
by Selection order form. By ordering this 
way, where you just pay one total upfront 
payment, you can feel comfortable in the 
knowledge that your order is locked in 
and won't be affected by future price rises 
or additional postage fees. You will even 
receive some free gifts as well as exclusive 
offers during the life of the program. It’s 
like the convenience of having your own 
personal shopper.

We don’t deny that in the past our delivery 
process has found it hard to cope with 
large demand for products expected by 
collectors however this new system will 
streamline the entire order process, and 

allow us to have it packed and ready for 
shipment to you on the release date of 
each product. Imagine the look of envy 
from fellow collectors when your new 
released coins arrive before they have 
even had the chance to place their order 
through our usual process.

Some collectors will have already received 
their Collection by Selection pack, but 
if you haven't and would like to be part 
of this convenient new ordering system 
then there are two ways to access it, 
simply visit our website and click on the 
links from our homepage to download a 
copy of the order form or phone our Call 
Centre on 1300 652 020 during business 
hours 8.30 am – 5.00 pm (EST) Mon–Fri 
and we will post one out to you. Normal 
low mintage restrictions will still apply 
on some products and if a new product 
is added outside of the Mint’s planned 
product schedule then you will get a sneak 
peak before the general public even knows 
about it!

Hurry offer ends 30 Nov 2011!

attention all 
serious collectors
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Contact details:  Royal Australian Mint
Tel:  1300 652 020  8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri EST (cost of local call Australia-wide)

International Tel:  +61 2 6202 6800
Fax:  +61 2 6202 6953
Mail:  Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop:  www.ramint.gov.au

© Commonwealth of Australia 2011

NB: Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated.  
All prices are inclusive of GST. For full nominal coin specifications 
please visit our website. All products are subject to availability.  
All new September coin releases will be available to purchase from 
the Mint Coin Shop from 8.30 am on 6 September 2011, unless 
otherwise stated in Mint Issue.

Abbreviations:
Unc – Uncirculated
Frunc – Frosted Uncirculated
Circ – Circulated
SGP – Selectively Gold Plated

2012 Kangaroo Series 
Mareeba rock-wallaby

2012 $10 Gold Proof Coin
Gold coins produced by the Royal Australian Mint have 
always held a deep fascination with collectors. Precious 
metal, low mintages and high intrinsic value, combined 
with the Royal Australian Mint’s internationally 
recognised standard for exceptional design qualities 
and proof finishes, create coveted products. The 
2012 $10 Mareeba rock-wallaby gold proof coin is no 
exception, consisting of over 3 grams of 99.99% gold 
and produced with a low mintage of 1500, we do 
expect these coins to sell out fast.

These coins will be available to order via the website, 
by mailing in the order form or by phoning the Call 
Centre from 8.30 am on Tuesday 6 September 2011.

Price: $365.00   210052 
Mintage: 1500 
Limit of two per customer number.


